
Preface

Music Theory Through Improvisation is a hands-on, creativity-based approach to music
theory and improvisation training designed for classical musicians with little or no
background in improvisation. It is also designed for jazz musicians who are interested in
new approaches to improvisation, music theory, and forging connections with the broader
musical world. The book may serve both purposes as a primary or secondary text in a 
variety of educational formats, ranging from coursework in jazz improvisation and jazz
theory, contemporary improvisation and music technology, as well as music theory course-
work that seeks to integrate improvisation in the learning process. MTI has evolved in 
the latter capacity over the past 15 years in conjunction with a musicianship course at the
University of Michigan School of Music, Theatre, and Dance that fulfills two terms of core
musicianship requirements for classical and jazz students.

Conventional musicianship training has long been largely focused on interpretive
performance and analysis of European classical repertory. While the richness of this tradition
is beyond dispute, the diversity of today’s musical world calls for a much-expanded skill set
that includes engagement with diverse musical traditions and robust creative processes—
improvisation foremost among them—and that bridges the divide that has long separated
musical study from the musical world. Music Theory Through Improvisation (MTI), one of
the very first musicianship textbooks of its kind, bridges this divide through the combination
of a unique breadth of creative processes and carefully selected content that derives from
wide-ranging sources. While jazz factors prominently among these sources, the aim is not
jazz-specific training but skills that open up connections to the broader musical landscape.

Features

• Based in a “user-friendly” system of improvisation study that is specifically designed
for classical musicians with little or no experience in this age-old musical practice. The
system is also effective in expanding the boundaries of experienced style-specific
improvisers (e.g. in jazz, baroque, or other improvisatory genres).

• Integrates improvisation, composition, performance, keyboard realization, writing,
analysis, rhythmic training, and multiple approaches to aural skills.



• Integrates jazz, popular, European classical, and other musical sources.
• Harmonic materials follow the same general trajectory as most conventional approaches,

moving from diatonic to non-diatonic chords and functions (e.g. secondary dominants,
modulation, modal mixture, extended and altered harmonies).

• Keyboard realization system—designed for non-keyboard principals and keyboard
principals alike—juxtaposes jazz, pop, and European classical harmonic models.
Students learn to play jazz/pop as well as baroque “chord symbols,” and all writing
extends from keyboard realization practice.

• Rhythmic training derives from Indian, Arabic, African, African-American, and
European classical sources.

• Grounded in a cross-cultural aesthetics that enables musicians to understand and
appreciate differences between musical traditions as well as identify connecting
threads.

• Introductory exposure to concepts in music cognition that enhance understanding of
the creative process and the inner workings of music.

Why Music Theory Through Improvisation is Needed

The breadth and eclecticism of the contemporary musical world presents both untold
opportunities for musicians as well as challenges in its sheer magnitude. Indeed, the musical
pulse of our times lies as much in the intersections between genres as in the genres
themselves, at which point musicians and music schools must face the daunting task of
identifying and gaining the skills needed to engage in this cross-cultural melding. A shift
is needed in musicianship training from the conventional, content-based approach—which
in the realm of music theory focuses on analysis and written work with European classical
repertory—to a process-rich model in which carefully selected content is integrated with
hands-on, creative engagement. This is where improvisation excels, particularly when
framed within a process-content spectrum that is designed with the contemporary musical
world in mind.

Let us take a closer look at how MTI embodies these principles. In addition to
improvisation, MTI’s broad process spectrum also includes keyboard realization, which 
is a central means for developing command of harmonic materials in this system,
and rhythmic training, writing, and analysis. MTI’s content scope draws from jazz,
European classical, and other sources. However, whereas conventional theory texts 
as well as jazz theory texts have been designed around a priori-style assumptions—
e.g. conventional text presuming European classical as a default style source, jazz theory
books presuming the same with jazz—MTI was created by stepping back from style
boundaries and responding to two fundamental questions. First, what skills do today’s
musicians need? Second, what are the richest, most integrative, and practical sources for
those skills?

Students need training in improvisation, composition, and performance; they need to
develop fluency with a range of tonal, modal, post-tonal materials, formal structures, and
contemporary time-feels as well as other rhythmic practices; and they need to be able to
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transcend category, in other words, to situate particular genres within the broader musical
landscape. Turning then to style sources for the necessary skills; while it is clear that no one
genre is capable of providing this complete range of skills, it is also clear that jazz—due to
its process-breadth and integrative capacities, where improvising, composing, performing,
harmony, rhythm, and melody are integrated—must be cited as a particularly fertile
resource. As noted above, this is not due to the idea of jazz as a destination for all musicians,
but rather to the quest for a foundational platform from which openings to a wide diversity
of areas may be forged. MTI approaches jazz not as an end-goal but as an integrative,
creative point of departure that will not only enable students to thrive in subsequent
coursework—whether this involves European classical music, further jazz study, world
music, technology, or music education—but will also help them navigate their individual
pathways through the musical world. These principles are exemplified in MTI’s units on
contemporary improvisation, figured bass realization, species counterpoint, and rhythmic
training that draws from Indian, African, and Arabic traditions.

While there is no denying that MTI represents a new paradigm of musicianship training,
it is also important to recognize the ways in which it intersects with, if not bolsters,
conventional areas of study. This was an important issue in the MTI review process, both
in the proposal stages and after the manuscript was completed, and hits at the core of
educational reform debates. MTI, due to its broader orientation, does not venture into
European classical repertory in as detailed a way as is found in conventional musicianship
books. However, MTI not only follows the general trajectory of diatonic (chord structure
and function) to non-diatonic harmony (applied chords, modal mixture, altered and
extended chords) that underlies conventional theory courses; the approach may enable,
owing to MTI’s process-based application, levels of assimilation that may not be available
in conventional approaches. Consider, for example, the kind of assimilation that is possible
when, as is central in MTI, students learn secondary dominant chords by realizing them in
multiple keys at the keyboard, improvising with chord progressions containing them, and
composing with these structures (in addition to more conventional written and analytical
strategies). Or MTI’s approach to augmented sixth chords through the lens of altered jazz
harmonies, again which are realized at the keyboard in multiple keys, and are approached
through improvisation and composition in addition to conventional modalities of writing
and analysis. Hands-on, creative engagement enables the development of a new level of
fluency with theoretical materials that allows musicians to traverse wide-ranging style
boundaries.

Music Theory Through Improvisation for the Undergraduate

MTI may be used as a primary text for two or more terms in the undergraduate
musicianship core. At the University of Michigan School of Music, Theatre, and Dance
it is primarily aimed toward classical musicians with little or no experience in improv-
isation. Students have the option of electing the alternative track to fulfill two terms of
their core musicianship requirements. Mounting appeals for more diverse musicianship
models suggest that this class may be a precursor to further curricular innovations.
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Moreover, the book has also been beneficial for jazz musicians and other musicians with
experience in improvisation that has been confined to a given style; the diverse strategies of
MTI will both help expand the creative horizons of style-specific improvisers as well as
fine-tune their aural and theoretical skills. Jazz musicians, for instance, benefit considerably
from the trans-stylistic improvising approaches, work in species counterpoint, stylistically
diverse approaches to keyboard, and multi-ethnic rhythmic training that are included in the
book. MTI’s hands-on and efficient approach to core training also makes it an ideal resource
for music technology students.

Using Music Theory Through Improvisation in the Classroom

MTI’s broad scope enables wide-ranging possibilities for classroom application. While
different instructors will necessarily adapt MTI to fit their particular situations, the
following approach has been used successfully in classes ranging from 16 to 40 students and
is offered as a guide that may be of use at many institutions:

• In addition to participating as members of a full class, students are grouped in small
ensembles of three to six members that remain intact for all or most of the semester
and which serve as formats for improvisation, composition, rhythmic training, and
aural transposition. The groups may consist of virtually any combination of instru-
mental types—e.g. bassoon, voice, cello, guitar, and trombone—and among the
compelling aspects of the approach are the creative results that stem from unusual
instrumentations.

• Each class meeting begins with one or two small groups presenting their work,
according to specified parameters, to the rest of the class. In a class of 30 students that
meets twice per week, six quintets could be formed, two of which would begin each
class session, enabling each group to play every fourth class.

• Small group performances are followed by discussion and feedback, and then
engagement with theoretical knowledge, providing an all-important balance between
creative application and analytical engagement. The theoretical portion of the class
session may be used for written work, ear-training, analysis, exams, etc.

• Occasional exceptions to this format might be made on days in which special projects
were due, such as transcriptions—where each student plays his or her transcription for
the class—or written exams that require the entire class period.

• In addition to regular class meetings is the use of individual proficiency exams that are
conducted outside of regular class time to monitor keyboard work. These exams may
be done in short appointments lasting five minutes per student and may be scheduled
at appropriate intervals throughout a semester. Four proficiency exam sessions per
term, held over the course of two semesters, should be sufficient to cover the Seminal
Keyboard Projects sequence presented in the book.
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Pedagogical Features and Teaching Resources

1 Over 300 hands-on, creative exercises integrated into the body of the text.
2 Accompanying CD provides background tracks for improvisation, correlated to the

text.
3 Listening lists with specific examples corresponding to specific exercises.
4 Sample syllabus for two-semester sequence in the Appendix.
5 Website includes:

• Listening tracks corresponding to selected examples.
• Addition syllabi for shorter and longer sequences.
• Chapter-by-chapter outlines provide a sense of how the various parts of the book

fit together as a whole.
• Suggestions for instructors, including advice for skills assessment.

Toward a New Era of Musicianship

Imagine the kind of vitality and programming that might be possible in a symphony
orchestra which largely comprises contemporary improvisers-composers-performers, where
the music of Brahms and Beethoven is juxtaposed with new works that cross genres and
engage musicians in new ways. Imagine a music school or department in which the
conventional specializations that are currently the norm (e.g. in performance, jazz, theory,
history, technology) unite in entirely new curricular pathways that transcend category and
exemplify the creative horizons of musical innovators past and present.This kind of scenario
is not only possible; it is likely the most apt description of the music school of the future.
MTI is a resource to help expand, enliven, and transform core musical training in order to
promote movement in this direction.

Ed Sarath
January 2009
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